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Let R be a one-relator algebra over a field. We show that R contains two images 
of a commutative finite-dimensional algebra, E, called the eigenring, and E contains 
much of the homological information about R. The theory works best in the case 
where R is graded; here we can describe E explicitly, compute the global dimension 
of R, and recover J. Backelin’s formulas (C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris Ser. A 287 (1978), 
843-846) for the Hilbert and Poincari: series of R. ‘(’ 1985 Academic Press. Inc 
1. REVIEW OF FREE ALGEBRAS 
Let k be a field, X a set and F= k(X) the free k-algebra on X. In this 
section we recall the fundamental facts about F that will be needed later, 
and give sketches of the proofs. 
By a graded set we mean a set given with a mapping to the set N of 
natural numbers; such a map is called a positive grading if the image lies in 
the set N + of positive natural numbers. 
Let x’ be any free generating set for F, and let x’ -+ N +, XI-+ (xl, be any 
positive grading. This induces a grading F = @ N F,, ; here F, has as k-basis 
the set of all X’-monomials x, . x, such that Ix, 1 + . . . + Ix, 1 = n. The 
nonzero elements of F,, are said to be homogeneous of degree n; 0 is 
homogeneous of degree - co. Every f E F can be written uniquely in the 
form f = CN fn, f, E F,,, almost all fn zero; we call f, the homogeneous com- 
ponent of f of degree n. If ,f# 0 we define the degree of f as 
Ifl=W4fnfO)3 and callJ’,f, the leading homogeneous component off 
For f=O we set 101 = --CD. 
If 1x1 = 1 for all x E x’, then we say that F has the X-degree grading. 
1.1. LEMMA (Cohn). Let F have the grading arising from a positive 
grading of X. Zf a,b,+ ... + a,,b,, = 0, where the ai, hi are nonzero 
homogeneous elements of F such that Iail + lb,\ is the same for all i, and 
la, I d ‘.. < IanI, then a,=a,c,+ ‘.. +a,-~,~,_,, where each ci is either 0 
or homogeneous of degree la, I - Ia; I. 
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Proof: Each element of F can be expressed uniquely in the form 
f=fo + CXfXx, wheref, E k, andf, E F, almost allf, zero. If b, E k then it is 
a unit, and a,=a,(b,b;‘)+ ... +a,-,(b,-,b;‘), as claimed. If b,#k, 
then there is some x E X such that (b,), # 0. Now a,(b,), + . .. + a,(b,), = 
(a, b, + . + anbn)x = 0. By induction on lb, 1 we arrive at the desired con- 
clusion (cf. [4, p. 791). 1 
An element of F is said to be homogenizable if it is homogeneous with 
respect to the grading of F that arises from some positive grading of some 
free generating set. 
1.2. COROLLARY (Cohn). Every nonzero homogenizuble element of F can 
be written as a product of atoms in a unique way, up to associates, and here 
units are central. 
Proof Let F+ N u { - cc }, f++ 1 f 1, be the degree function for a 
grading of F for which b is homogeneous. Because the degree of an element 
bounds the number of nonunit factors in any factorization, we see that 
every nonscalar element can be written as a product of atoms. If 
b=a,a,...u,=c,...c,, with a,, c, all atoms, and la, 16 Ic, 1 then by 
Lemma 1.1, c1 = a,d, for some d,, and as c, is an atom, d, is a unit. By 
induction, the result follows. 1 
1.3. THEOREM (Cohn). Every right ideal of F is free as right F-module, 
and similarly for every left ideal. 
Here free modules clearly have unique rank, since there is a 
homomorphism to a field F + k. 
Proox Let a be a right ideal of F. Grade F by the X-degree and index 
the nonzero elements of a by an ordinal: a,, a2,..., in such a way that 
la, I < /a2 1 < ... . For each i, write ti, for the leading homogeneous com- 
ponent of ui. Let Y be the set of those a, such that 5, is not a right F-linear 
combination of the ti, with j< i. It is not difficult to check that Y is a 
generating set for a; by Lemma 1.1, it is clear that Y is right F-independent 
(cf. c4, p. 731). I 
We write F” for the set of nonzero elements of F. 
1.4. PROPOSITION (Cohn). Zf a, b E F” then the following are equivalent: 
(a) uFn bF#O. 
(b) uFnbF=cFfor some CEF”. 
(c) uF+ bF= dFfor some dE F”. 
ProoJ Consider the exact sequence 
O~uFnbF+uF@bF-+uF+bF-+O. 
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By Theorem 1.3, aF+ bF and aFn bF are free, so the sequence splits, and 
rank(aF+ bF)+ rank(aFn bF)= 2. Since rank(aF+ bF) is at least 1, the 
result follows easily (cf. [4, p. 581). [ 
1.5. Remark. For any b E F” we see from Proposition 1.4 that the set of 
principal right ideals b’F containing bF forms a lattice under + and n. This 
lattice is denoted IL(b) and called the left factor lattice of b. (One can 
deduce from Corollary 1.7 below that L(b) is a distributive lattice.) There is 
a one-one map from L(b) to the set of cyclic submodules of F/bF, by 
b’Fti b’F/bF. Let us show that the image of [L(b) consists of the cyclic sub- 
modules that are not free of rank 1; thus, suppose M= (bF+ cF)/bF is any 
nonzero cyclic submodule of F/bF. Either cFn bF = 0 and A4 ‘v cF is free of 
rank 1 and is not in the image, or cFn bF# 0 and, by Proposition 1.4, 
cF + bF = b’F for some b’ E F x, and A4 is in the image and is not free of 
rank 1. 
Two elements b, 6’ are said to be similar, denoted b-b’, if F/bF 2 Fjb’F, 
as right F-modules. By what has been said this implies that there is an 
isomorphism L(b) N L(b’), so for any factorization b = a, . . . a, there is a 
corresponding factorization b’ = a; . . a:, with a, - ai; for the isomorphism 
F/bF= F/b’F carries the chain F/bF?a,F/bFza,a,F/bF? ... , with 
quotients F/a, F, F/a,F ,..., to a corresponding chain in FIb’F. 
Consider an isomorphism FIb’F + FIbF, and say 1 + b’F is mapped to 
d + bF; without loss of generality, d # 0, since d = 0 can occur only in the 
case bF= F, and here we may take d = 1. The image is (dF + bF)/bF and 
the kernel is {c + b’F / dc E bF}/b’F- (dFn bF)/db’F. In summary b- 6’ if 
and only if there exists dc F” such that dF+ hF= F and dFn bF= db’F (cf. 
[4, p. 1191. 
1.6. THEOREM (Bergman). Zf a, b E F and abFn bF# 0 then abFc bF. 
Proof. Say abc = bd# 0. By the left-right dual of Proposition 1.4, 
Fc + Fd = Fe for some e E F” ; factoring e off the right of c and d, we may 
assume that Fc + Fd = F. We wish to show that c is a unit. Without loss of 
generality we may extend k to a larger field; in particular, we may assume 
that k is algebraically closed. 
Let t be an indeterminate and let G = k(t)(X), the free algebra over k(t). 
Here 
b(dt+c)=(at+l)bc#O, (1) 
so by the left-right dual of Proposition 1.4, G(dt + c) + Gbc is a principal 
left ideal of G, so is generated by some z(t) E F[ t]. Thus there exists 
a(t)Ek[tlX and x(t), y(t)~F[t] such that 
a(t)(dt + c) = x(t) z(t), (2) 
cl(t) bc =y(t) z(t). (3) 
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We assume cc(t) is chosen of smallest possible degree. If u(t) 4 k, then it has 
a zero, II E k say. Thus either z(A) = 0 or x(A) = y(A) = 0, and in either event 
we can divide both sides of (2) (3) by t-2 and reduce the degree of a(t). 
Thus a(t)Ek”. From (3) we see that z(t)EF, and from (2) we see that 
Fz(t) contains Fd+ Fc = F, so we may assume z(t) = 1. Thus 
G(dt + c) + Gbc 5 G and for some v(t), w(t) E F[ t] and some b(t) E k[ t] x, 
u(t)(dt + c) - w(t) bc = p(t). (4) 
We assume B(t) is chosen of smallest possible degree. If /3(O) = 0 then 
u(O) c = w(0) bc, so u(0) = w(0) b, and by (1) u(O)(dt + c) = 
w(0) b(dt + c) = w(O)(at + 1) bc. Subtracting u(0) from u(t), and w(O)(at + 1) 
from w(t) and dividing (4) by t, we reduce the degree of /3(t). Thus /?(O) # 0 
which means u(O) c-w(O) bee k”, and c is a unit, as desired 
(cf. [4, pp. 15771591). 1 
1.7. COROLLARY (Cohn). If a, b, c, d E F” and abF + cdF= F and b-d, 
then b and d are units. 
Prooj Say abx + cdy = 1. There is an isomorphism F/( 1 - cdy) F---f 
F/( 1 -dye) F induced by left multiplication by dy (and the inverse is 
induced by left multiplication by c). Thus 1 - cdy- 1 - dye, and 
corresponding to the factorization 1 - cdy = abx there is a factorization 
1 - dye = a’b’x’. Thus a’b’F + dF= F and b’- 6. By the same reasoning 
b’F+ d’F= F for some d’ N d. Hence d’-6’ and by Remark 1.5 there is an 
e E F such that eF+ b’F= F and ed’ E b’F. Hence eb’F + b’Fzeb’F + 
ed’F+ b’F = eF + b’F= F, say eb’f + b’h = 1, so eblfb’ = b’( 1 - hb’). By 
Theorem 1.6, eb’ = b’e’ for some e’, and hence eIfb’ = 1 - hb’. Thus b’ is a 
unit, and so are b, d (cf. [4, pp. 149-1541). 1 
We conclude this review with the intersection theorem. 
1.8. THEOREM (Cohn). For any proper ideal b of F, n, 20 b” = 0. 
Proof. Let (bi: in I) be a left F-basis of 6. It is easy to see that for any 
neN (b;..b,: (iI,..., n i ) E P) is a left F-basis of b”. Write a = 0, a ,, b”, and 
consider any a E a. For each it E N there is a unique expression 
a = C ai ,,.... in hi, . ’ . bin 
I” 
(5) 
with the ai,,.,., L E F. In particular, we have an expression a = C, aibj, and on 
equating coefficients of the bi with the expression in (5), we see that each ai 
lies in b”- ‘. But this is true for each n E N so the a, lie in a, which proves 
that a c ab, and so a = ab. But a is free as right F-module; thus, if a # 0 
then b = F. Since b # F, we have a = 0, as desired (cf. [4, pp. 203-2051). 1 
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2. THE EIGENRING 
2.1. Notation. Let R = k (X: b = 0 ) be a one-relator algebra; here k is a 
field, X is a set, b is an element of the free algebra F= k(X), and R = F/b, 
where b = FbF. To avoid trivialities, we insist that b $ k. 
Let S be the idealizer of b in F, 
S= O(b)= {f~Fljb~bF}. 
For each s E S, we write sb for the unique element of F such that sb = b.?. 
Thus there are two ring homomorphisms 1, b: S + F sending s to s, sb, 
respectively. 
Here bF is an ideal of S; the quotient is called the eigenring, E = S/bF. 
For s E S, we write S for s + bFE E. 
Both of the maps 1, b: S -+ F when composed with F + R carry bF to 0, 
so induce ring homomorphisms 1, b: E -+ R. For every right R-module M, 
we write M, , Mb for the E-module obtained by pullback along 1, b: E + R, 
respectively; similarly for left modules. 
The above notation will recur throughout the article. 
2.2. EXAMPLE. Let X= {x, I’}, b = xyx- x. Then S= k[xy] + bF and 
EN k[xy]/(by) N k x k. More generally, for any nonzero polynomial 
f(x)Ek[x], if b=f(xy)x, th en S=k[xqf] +bF, and E-k[xy]/(by)- 
kCxll(d). 
The purpose of this section is to recall the theorem that E is finite-dimen- 
sional and commutative, and to show that 1, 6: E -+ R are probably always 
embeddings. We need some preliminary observations. 
2.3. Remark. Let s E S x. Then sFn bF?sbF # 0, so by Proposition 1.4, 
there are nonzero elements a, b, such that 
sF+bF=aF, sFnbF=sb,F~sbF. (1) 
Thus there are nonzero elements d, bb, c, such that s=ad and 
b = abb = b,c. Cancelling a off the left of (1 ), we get dF+ bbF= F, and 
dFn bbF= db,F. By Remark 1.5, b,-bb. 
2.4. THEOREM (Bergman). For the free algebra F, the eigenring of any 
nonzero element is a commutative finite-dimensional k-algebra. 
Proof. Let b E F”, S = O(b), and E= SJbF. Say the X-degree of b is m, 
and let x, ,..., x, be the elements of X that occur in b. Grade F by setting 
Ix1 1 = ... = Jx, 1 = 1 and, for all other x E X, 1x1= m. Let V be the subspace 
of F spanned by all X-monomials w  having IwI < m; thus V is finite dimen- 
sional. We claim that SZ V+ bF. Let s E S; we show by induction on IsI 
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that s E V+ bF. Here sb = bsb. If 1.~1 < lb1 = m then s E V; if IsI 2 lb1 then, by 
Lemma 1.1, there is some CIZF such that Is- bcl < IsI. By the induction 
hypothesis, s - bc E V + bF so s E V + bF. By induction, S E V + bF. Now 
E = S/bFc (V+ bF)/bF which is isomorphic to V as k-space, since 
Vn bF= 0. Thus E is finite dimensional. 
For each s E S, S is therefore algebraic over k, and we write min(s) for the 
manic polynomial over k of least degree satisfied by S. If s# k we view 
min(s) as an element of k[s]. 
Consider any s,, s2 E S. To prove E is commutative, it suffices to show 
that the commutator [s,, sJ =s1s2 -sZsl lies in bF. For this we may 
extend k to its algebraic closure, and in this way we may assume that k is 
algebraically closed. It suffices to consider the case where s, , s2 E F\k. 
The result is trivially true if b E k ’ so we may assume that 161 > 0 and 
that the result holds for elements of F of smaller degree, specifically, proper 
left factors of b. 
Choose a zero of min(s, ) in k, say 2. Replacing s, by si - /z does not alter 
[s,, s2] so we may assume that min(s,) has constant term zero, and 
similarly for min(s,). Thus min(s,) E s1 Fn bF. 
By Remark 2.3 there are factorizations, for i = 1, 2: b = a,b: = bit,, such 
that 6,-b:, s,F+bF=a,Fand s,FnbF=s,b,F. 
Consider first the case where b, FG b,F. Here there is a surjective map 
FIbiF-F/b,F-+F/b,F=Ffb;F N a,F/bF. So for some ZGF, 
zF+ bF = a2 F, and for some w E F, zb’, = bw = a, b’, W. By the left-right dual 
of Theorem 1.6, b’, MJ= w’b’, for some w’, and thus z = a, w’. Hence 
a, FzzF+ bF=a,F; that is, s,F+ bFzs,F+ bF, so, without loss of 
generality, s2 = si t for some t E F. Here s, tb, =s,b, E bF, and thus 
s,tb,Fcs,tb,FcbFns,F=s,b,F, so tEO(b,). Also, s,b,EbFEb,F, so 
s, E l(b,). To apply the induction hypothesis, we need to have that b, 
is a proper left factor of 6, that is, 6, F# bF. Recall that 
min(s,)EsIFnbF=s,blF, but by minimality, min(s,)#s,bF, so b,F#bF. 
Thus the induction hypothesis applies, and [s,, t] E 6, F. Hence [s, , s2] = 
[s,,s,t] = s,[s,, t]~s,b,FcbF. 
The case 6, F z b, F is entirely similar. 
Thus, on writing b, F+ b,F= xF, we may assume that xF# b, F, and 
that xF#b,F. Here we may choose atoms pi,p2 such that b,=xy,p,, 
6, =xy,p,. Since y,p,F+y,p,F= F, we see by Corollary 1.7, that 
PI 4 ~2. Now b, -b’, , so there is a corresponding factorization b; = x’y’, p’, 
and thus b’, E Fp;, pi -p, . Similarly, b; E Fp; for some p; -p2. Hence there 
are factorizations b = b’p; = b”p; with p’, 7L pi, so b’F @ b”F. Thus 
bF= b’p’,Fc b’Fnb”Fc b’F; but pi is an atom so b’Fn b”F= bF. By 
Theorem 1.6, U(b’) c O(b), so by the induction hypothesis, [Is,, s2] E&F, 
and similarly, [s, , s2] E b”F. Thus [sl, s2] E b’Fn b”F= bF. This completes 
the proof (cf. [4, pp. 1461733). u 
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In the case of homogenizable elements, we can give an explicit descrip- 
tion of E. This result is taken from [S], but the basic idea was also dis- 
covered independently by Backelin [ 1 ] and Lentin [ 111. 
2.5. THEOREM. If b is homogenizable then for some m 2 0, n > 2 
E-k[s,,..., S,]/(.$, SiSj for all (i,j) # (1, 1)). 
It is sometimes convenient to express this in the form 
EN k[s, ,..., s,]/(s;a,sisjfor all i#j) for some n,>,2=n,= ... =n,. 
Proof Let fw if/ denote the degree function corresponding to some 
grading for which b is homogeneous. Clearly, S and bF are closed under 
taking homogeneous components, in this grading. 
For each homogeneous element s of S, sb = bs’, and by Lemma 1.1, 
either Is/ 2 lb1 and sEbF, or ($1 < Ibl and bEsF. 
If E = k then the result holds with m = 0; thus we may assume that E # k. 
Let s, be a homogeneous element of S of least positive degree, and let n 
be the least positive integer such that n (s, ( >, (b(, or equivalently, s; E bF. 
Here n > 2, since E # k. 
Consider any homogeneous element f of S of positive degree. If 
(s, t I < ) bl, we shall show that t is a scalar multiple of a power of s,. Here 
b~s,tF,andb~ts~F,sos,tFnts,F#O,andbyLemmal.l,s,tand ts,are 
k-dependent. It follows by Lemma 1.1, and induction on the degree, that s, 
and t are scalar multiples of powers of some homogeneous element r of F. 
But then some power, r’ say, lies in bF, and we have 
0 # r’ r’= r’. r E rbFn bF. By Theorem 1.6, which is trivial in the 
homogeneous case, we see r E S. By minimality of (sl (, we see that s, is a 
scalar multiple of r, so t is as claimed. 
Now choose homogeneous elements s* )...) s, E s extending 
(1,s * 1, Sl,.“, s, .-I} to a k-basis of S modulo bF. By the preceding 
paragraph, if 1 < i<m and 1 <j<m, then 161 < Is,s,) < Isis,/, so s,s,EbF. 
Thus E = SjbF has the structure described in the statement of the 
theorem. j 
2.6. Remark. If E = k then m = 0, and n is not defined; if E # k then the 
dimension of E as k-space is m + n - 1, and the nilpotency class of the 
radical is n. Thus m and n can be recovered from the k-algebra structure of 
E. For any m 3 1 and n > 2, we can construct a monomial b in 
x= {x,,..., x,+,1 h w  ose eigenring realizes m, n. Set ym+ I = 1, and for 
i=m ,..., 1, set yr=y,+l~,+,y,+l, and set b=(y,x,)“p’y,. We take 
s, = y,x,, and for i = 2 ,..., m we take si = by,:‘. For example, if m = 2, and 
n = 3, we take X= (x, y, z} and b=yxyzyxyzyxy, s, =yxyz, and 
s* = yxyzyxyzyx. 
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We say that b is reasonable if for each of its atomic factors, c, we have 
FcF# F. If k has characteristic zero then Makar-Limanov’s Freiheitssatz 
[14] shows that all elements of F are reasonable. Whatever the charac- 
teristic, all homogenizable elements are clearly reasonable. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. If b is reasonable then both of the maps 1, b: E--t R 
are embeddings. More generally, for any left factor b’ of b, the kernel of the 
natural map S + F/(b’) is S n b’F. 
Proof: Let c be a nonzero element of the kernel of S --+ F/(b’), so 
c E Fb’F. Now cFn b’FzcFn bFzcbF# 0, so there is a factorization 
b’=blbz, such that b’F+cF=b,F. Now (Fb,F)(Fb,F)zFb,b,F=Fb’Fz 
Fb’F+ FcFz Fb, Fz (Fb, F)(Fb,F). Thus equality holds throughout, and we 
have (Fb, F)(Fb,F) = Fb, F. But Fb,F is free as right F-module, by 
Theorem 1.3, and this forces Fb,F= F; and since b is reasonable, 6, is a 
unit which means c E b’F as claimed. 
Taking b’ = b we see that 1: E -+ R is an embedding; by symmetry 
b: E + R is an embedding. i 
3. IDEALIZERS 
We now come to the fundamental result of this paper; it gives a sequence 
of successively weaker conditions on 6, starting with the property of being 
homogenizable, working down to a property, to be called “naturality,” that 
appears as a hypothesis in almost all of the subsequent theorems. The main 
purpose of this result is to supply a wide range of examples to which the 
other theorems apply, and to give some justification for conjecturing that b 
always has the property of being “natural.” 
Recall that the notation is as in 2.1. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let F=k(x), bEF\k, S=O(b), E=S/bF, B=FbF, 
R = F//b, 1, b: E -+ R the natural maps, and consider the following conditions. 
(a) b is homogenizable. 
(b) There is some grading of F induced from a positive grading of a 
free generating set, such that, for every expression of the leading 
homogeneous component of b in the form (cd)“c, n > 1, there is an element of 
S whose leading homogeneous component is cd. 
(c) S is a free algebra. 
(d) F is free as a right module over S. 
(e) There is a subset Y of F such that Yb is a right F-basis of b, and 
the image of Y in R is a right E-basis. 
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(f) There is a subset Y of F such that for each n E N the natural map 
(S/(bF)“)(Y) + F/b” is an isomorphism. 
(g) R is free as right E-module, and the natural map F OS bF + b is 
an isomorphism. 
(h) (naturality) R is free as right E-module, and the R-bimodule map 
R, aE t,R -+ b/b2, that sends 1 @ 1 to b + b2, is an isomorphism. 
Then (a)=(b)*(c)*(d)o(e)*(f)o(g)o(h). 
If (h) holds, then we say that b is natural. 
Proof We show (a) * (b) =j (c) * (d) 3 (e) = (d) + (f) = (h) * (g) + 
(0 
(a) * (b) is trivial, for if b = (cd)“c then cd E S. 
(b) * (c) is Theorem 1.23 of [7], and depends heavily on the ideas of 
Gerasimov [ 81. 
(c) = (d). If S is a free algebra, then by Theorem 1.3, the ideal bF is free 
as right S-module; since bF is isomorphic to F as right S-module we see 
that (d) holds. 
(d)-(e). Let Y be a right S-basis of F, so there is an isomorphism 
S’ ‘) + F of right S-modules. (We use superscripts ( Y) and Y to denote the 
direct sum and direct product, respectively, of a family of copies indexed by 
the elements of Y.) Applying -OsE we see E’Y’~F@SE= 
F @.(S/bF) N F/(FbF) = R; and right multiplying the given isomorphism by 
the ideal bF of S gives (bF)’ ” z FbF= b, which shows that Yb is a right F- 
basis of b. 
(e) * (d). Since the image of Y is a right S/bF basis of F/b here, we see 
that FE YS + 6; also b = YbF c YS, so FL YS. To see that Y is right S- 
independent, suppose that C y ys,. = 0, where the s, E S are almost all zero; 
right multiplying by b we get C y ybsl = 0, and by the right F-independence 
of Yb, st = 0 for all y, so s,. = 0 for all y E Y. Thus Y is a right S-basis of F. 
(d) 3 (f). Suppose there is an isomorphism SC’)% F of right S-modules. 
Let n E N. Applying - OS S/(bF)“, and noting that F(bF)” = b”, we get the 
isomorphism (S/(bF)“)‘Y’ 5 F/b”. 
(f) =+. (h). Suppose (f) holds. Taking n = 1 we see that the image of Y in 
R is a right E-basis. It follows that there are isomorphisms of right R- 
modules R, QEbR~RR(Y’z(F/b)~Y’z(bF/bFbF)(Y’zb/b2, where the final 
isomorphism can be deduced using (f) with n = 2; the corresponding map 
R, BEbR-+b/b2 is given by (Y+b)O(f+b)wybf+b2, YEY, fEF. 
Hence (h) holds. 
(h) 3 (g). Let K denote the kernel of the map F OS bF + b. If k E K 
then k=Ca,@bc, with Ca,bc;=O, so bk=~ba,@bci=l@~ba,bci= 
1 @ 0 = 0. Thus bK = 0. Also, b is free as left F-module by Theorem 1.3, so 
the sequence 0 -+ K + F OS bF -+ b + 0 is left F-split, so remains exact 
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under Fh OF-, and we have O+F/b @,K-+“F/b @sbF-+PF/b OFb+O 
is exact. Now F/b OsbF N R, OE S/bFQ.bF N R, @.bF/bFbF 2: 
R, OE bR N b/b2 N F/b 0 Fb; thus /3 is an isomorphism so F/b OFK= 0, 
that is, K = bK. Since we have seen that bK = 0 this shows that K = 0 and 
(g) holds. 
(g) * (f). Let Y be any subset of F whose image is a right E-basis of R, 
and consider the map S’ ‘) -+ F. Let HE N. Under - @,S/(bF)” this map 
becomes 
(S/( bF)“)’ ‘) + F/b” (1) 
and we show by induction on n that (1) is an isomorphism. There is no 
problem for n = 0; now, suppose that (1) is an isomorphism for some 
specified n > 0. Applying - OS bF we get an isomorphism (bF/(bF)“+l)(Y) 
r F/b”@sbF r F/b”QF(FOsbF) r F/b’ @Fbrb/b”f’. Thus in the 
commuting diagram 
O-+ (bF/(bF)“+‘)‘Y’+ (S/(bF)n+‘)(Y’+ (S/bF)‘Y’+O 
1 1 1 
0-t II + 1 b/b + Fib n+l ~ F/b -+ 0 
we have just proved that the left column is an isomorphism, and the right 
column is an isomorphism by choice of Y, so the middle column is an 
isomorphism. By induction (1) is an isomorphism for all n E N. 1 
3.2. Remark. Let the notation be as in Theorem 3.1, and fix a subset Y 
of F. Consider the following conditions. 
(d,) S”)rF. 
(ey) bp ‘)rb and EcY)r R. 
(f-y) (WW”)(Y) % F/b” for all n E N. 
(gr) FO.bFrb and EcY)rR. 
(h.) R, QEbR2ib/b2 and EcY’sR. 
(Here we understand that all the maps are the natural ones.) The proof of 
Theorem 3.1 shows that (d y)o (e y) * cf,)-= (g y)o (h y). We claim that, 
further, (f y) implies 
(d’,,) S(‘) -+ F is injective. 
Let K denote the kernel of the latter map, so Kc (n,, ,(bF)“)(Y) = 
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(fl n a ,, bb”)‘Y’. If Y is empty then K is clearly 0; if Y is nonempty then by 
(g,), R #O so b #F, and now by Theorem 1.8, K= 0, as claimed. 
3.3. EXAMPLES. Let X= {x, JJ}. 
(i) For any nonzero fe k[x], if b =f(xy) x, then, for the X-grading 
of F, condition (b) holds. For example, XJJX - x has this property. 
Moreover, this element is not homogenizable, so (b) + (a). 
(ii) If b = .“yx - 4’ then S = k + hF is a free algebra, but b does not 
satisfy condition (b) (cf. [S, pp. 41431). Thus (c) + (b). 
(iii) If b = x.yx - 1 then S = k + bF is not a free algebra, but F is free 
as right S-module (cf. [6]). Thus (d) =14 (c). 
This leaves the question, “Does (f) imply (e)?” or equivalently, “Does (h) 
imply (d)?” We conjecture that (d) holds for all b, and hence that (h) does 
imply (d). Note that if R = 0 then (h) holds, but (e) cannot hold, since the 
only choice for Y is the empty set; thus if (h) does imply (d) then all 
elements are reasonable. By Remark 3.2, to prove that (h) implies (d), for a 
particular b, it s&ices to find a pre-image Y in F of a right E-basis of R, 
such that Y generates F as right S-module. 
3.4. Remark. If b is natural and E = k and R #O, then for any pre- 
image Y, in F, of a right E-basis of R, we have inclusions 
k(bY) cSck((bY)). In certain situations, this could be useful in 
obtaining a structure theorem for S; for example, if bY generates S then 
S=k(bY). 
Let Y be a graded set, and suppose that for each n E N, Y has only a 
finite number of elements of degree n, say a,; then we say that Y has a 
Hilbert Series H(Y) = CnsO cx,,t” =CyE ,, t’-‘I, an element of the formal 
power series ring Z[[t]]. 
For any graded vector space V, we can choose a homogeneous basis Y, 
which is then a graded set. If Y has a Hilbert series, then we say that V has 
a Hilbert series H(V) = H(Y); clearly, this does not depend on the choice of 
homogeneous basis. 
Backelin [l] and Dicks [S] independently showed that the following 
result could be derived from the work of Gerasimov [S]. 
3.5. THEOREM. If X is a positively graded set and b is homogeneous, then 
E has a Hilbert series H(E) = 1 + CT= 1 cycP,’ tj’““, a polynomial. Iffurther X 
has a Hilbert series then R has a Hilbert series 
H(R)=H(E)[H(E)-H(X)H(E)+tlb’]--‘. (2) 
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Here the notation is as in Theorem 2.5. Note, for example, that if E = k 
then (2) becomes H(R) = [ 1 - H(X) + tlbt] -‘. For b a Lie element, this for- 
mula was obtained by Labute [lo]. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.22 of [7], S is a free algebra with a homogeneous 
free generating .set, so the ideal bF has a homogeneous right S-basis, 
bY. Thus F-SCY’ so H(F)=&t’y’H(S)=H(Y)H(S). Also E=S/bF 
so H(S) = H(E) + H(bF) = H(E) + t ‘b’H(F) and hence H( Y) ~ ’ = 
H(S)H(F)pl = H(E)H(F)p’+t . lb’ As we have seen, the image of Y in R 
is a right E-basis so H(R) = H(Y) H(E) and thus 
H(R) = H(E)[H(E) H(F) -’ + tlh’] -‘. (3) 
Now from the fact that FE k@ fix) we see H(F) = 1 + H(X) H(F), so 
H(F)-’ = 1 -H(X), and (2) follows from (3). 1 
We can express (3) in the more harmonic form 
1 1 tlbl 
- = 0. 
H(F)-H(R)+ H(E) 
3.6. Remark. It is interesting to compare Theorem 3.1 with the 
situation for one-relator groups. For this paragraph alone, let us reassign 
the notation of 2.1. Let F be the group ring of a free group over any non- 
zero ring k, let b = g - 1 for some element g # 1 in the free group, let 
b = FbF, R = F/b, S = O(b) and E/bF. Write g = c”, where n E N + and c is 
not a proper power; it is not difficult to verify that S = k[c] + bF, and that 
E is the group ring of (cl? = 1 ). 
One way of phrasing the Cohen-Lyndon theorem is that there is a sub- 
set Y of the free group such that Yb is a right F-basis of 6, and the image of 
Y in R is a right E-basis. Thus the analogue of Theorem 3.1(e) holds. (See 
[9] for a proof of the Cohen-Lyndon theorem.) As before, it follows that F 
is free as right S-module, on a subset of the free group. Also as before, this 
implies b/b2 N R OE R, which is a two-sided version of Lyndon’s Simple 
Identity Theorem [ 131. To obtain the usual one-sided version, apply 
- OR k, where the group acts trivially on k. 
4. EXACT SEQUENCES 
Let the notation be as in 2.1. 
Consider (R @,R) . (X) For x E X, we write [x] for the element 10 1 in 
the copy of R OkR that corresponds to x. Thus (R @kR)‘X’ is the R- 
bimodule on generators ([xl: XE X) with relations saying that these 
generators commute with the elements of k. 
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This is an F-bimodule by pullback along F -+ R. Since F is free on X, we 
can construct a k-derivation a: F + (R Ok R)‘X’ such that XC? = [x] for all 
x E X. By this we mean that C? is a k-linear map such that for all f, g E F, 
(fd a = u-3 g +fkv (1) 
For example, (xyx -x) 8 = [x] yx + x[y] x + xy[x] - [xl. 
It is immediate from (1) that a vanishes on b2, and that the restriction of 
8 to b is left F-linear and right F-linear. 
Let us use the following convention. When we use a symbol to denote a 
specific element of F, we allow ourselves to use the same symbol to denote 
the image of the element in R; the meaning will always be clear from the 
context. 
4.1. THEOREM (Lewin [ 121). There is an exact sequence of R-bimodzdes 
0 + b/b2 _: (R @kR)‘X’ 
P Y 
+R@,R+R+O (2) 
such that (b+b2)~=ba;[x]/?=1@x-x@l for all XEX; and 
(l@l)y=l. 
ProoJ: By the remarks preceding the theorem, (Y is well defined; it is 
clear that /I, y are well defined. 
To see c$ = 0, note that for all f~ F, 
(0) B = 1 w-m 1 in R QkR, (3) 
since both sides of the equality in (3) describe k-derivations F + R ok R 
that send each x E X to 1 @x-x@ 1, and there is exactly one such 
derivation. 
It is clear that by = 0. 
To verify that (2) is exact, we construct an explicit left R-linear splitting. 
If R = 0 there is nothing to prove, so we may assume R # 0; let (r, 1 i E I) be 
a k-basis of R containing 1, and choose a pre-image in F, Y = (gil iE I) 
containing 1. For iE I, x E X, write xr, = cjE1 2; rj, where the A; E k are 
zero for almost all Jo I. These are the structure constants for the action of 
X on R. 
Let CC’, /I’, y’ be the left R-linear maps whose arrows are the reverses of c(, 
/I, y, respectively, and whose action on R-bases are as follows: 
([xl r,) CL’ = ( xgi - C 1;: gj) + b2, 
jsl 
(l@rJjI’=(gJa, 
(l)y’=l@l. 
These maps will split (2). 
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To prove that au’ = 1 we introguce the k-derivation a^: F+ (F @kR)‘X’ 
which, for each x E X, has x8= [x], the element representing 1 Q 1 in the 
copy of F ok R that is indexed by,x. Let fl be the F-bimodule map 
(F@, R)'x' +FakR such that [x]/?=x@l-l@x for all x~X. 
Exactly as for (3), for all f~ F, 
(@)fl=f@l-l@J: (4) 
Consider any h, E 6. We wish to show that (h, + b*) eta’ = h, + 6’; that is, 
(&a) CL’ = 6, + b2. There is a unique expression 
&)a^= C&G1 rr in (F @kR)(X), (5) 
1. Y 
where fi,, E F are almost all zero. Applying fl to (5), and using (4) we see 
b,01=h,01-106,=~~,.~(x~r,-1~xYi) in FOk R. (6) 
Applying to (6) the left F-linear map F Ok R -+ F that sends each 1 0 ri to 
gi, we see 
(7) 
Returning to (5) and applying the natural map (F ok R)'." + (R ok R)'x1 
we have 
boa = &[x] r; in (R @kR)'X'. (8) 
i. r 
Hence (ha) a’= (Cl,xfi,xCxl yi) a’=C,,, .L,,y((xgi-Z,,., A$g,) + b2) = 
h, + b*, by (7). Thus @CL’ = 1. 
When cl’cl + p/Y is applied to any basis element [x] ri it gives 
xg,- C l;g,+b* 
> 
u+(lQxr,-XQl”j)/r 
je, 
= (4 82 by (1) 
= [xl r, so da + pp’ = 1. 
When /?‘/? + yy’ is applied to any basis element 1 @ri, it gives 
(gia)p+ri,’ = (l@g,-gg,@l)+rj@l = l@ri, so p’~+y~‘=l. 
Finally, y’y = 1 is obvious. Thus (2) is exact. 1 
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In fact, Lewin [ 123 proves a result much more general than the above 
theorem; see [2] for a homological treatment of this area. 
4.2. COROLLARY. If h is natural then there is an exact sequence of R- 
himodules 
B 
Q-rR,~.,Rq(RO,R)‘X’~RO,R~R~O (9) 
suchthat(1~1)cr=b~;[x]~=1~x-x~1forallx~X;(1~l)”y’=1. 
For every right R-module M there are induced exact sequences of right R- 
modules 
O-M, OEhR~(MOkR)(X’jMOkRjM~O, (10) 
O~M-,Hom,(R,M)~Hom,(R,M)X~Hom,(R,,M,)~O. (11) 
For every left R-module N there are induced exact sequences of left R- 
modules 
Q-+R, OEhN~(ROkN)(X’~ROkN~NjO, (12) 
o -+ N -+ Hom,(R, N) + Hom,(R, ZW“ -+ HomAR, IN) +O. (13) 
Proof: By naturality, b/b22: R, OEhR, and now (9) is exact, by 
Theorem 4.1. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that (9) is split as a 
sequence of left R-modules, so (9) remains exact under M OR- and 
Hom,( -, M), giving (10) and (11). By symmetry (12) and (13) are also 
exact. 1 
4.3. Remarks. Suppose that b is natural, and that card(X) is finite. If M 
is a right R-module such that M, is a finitely generated projective E- 
module, then (10) is a resolution of M by finitely generated projective right 
R-modules, so A4 has an Euler characteristic, xR(M), in K,(R); on writing 
x~(M), xk(M) for the classes of M, BE R, M ok R in K,(R), respectively, 
we have 
xR(W = (1 -card(W) xk(W + xE(W. (14) 
For example, if X= {x, y} and b = xyx - x, then E-k x k, and taking 
e=xy, eh= yx, idempotents in R, we see that for any right R-module M, 
M, BEbRNA4e BkehR@M(l -e) ok (1 -eh) R. For any linite-dimen- 
sional k-space A4 and k-linear map x on M, there is a k-linear map y on A4 
such that xyx =x, so A4 is an R-module, and by (14), 
-xR(M) = [ebR](rank x) + [( 1 - eh) R](nullity x), 
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where square brackets are used to denote the class in K,(R), and rank and 
nullity refer to the usual concepts for k-endomorphisms. 
5. GLOBAL DIMENSION 
Let the notation be as in 2.1. 
By the global dimension and weak global dimension of R we mean the 
least integer n such that every R-module has a resolution of length n by 
projective (respectively, flat) R-modules, or co if no such n exists. These 
are denoted gl. dim R and w.gl.dim R, respectively. Clearly 
w.gl.dim R 6 gl.dim R. 
5.1. THEOREM. Zf b is natural and reasonable then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) There is no expression b = cdc’, where c and c’ are similar non- 
units. 
(b) gl. dim E = 0; that is, E is the direct product of a finite number of 
fields. 
(c) gl.dim R < 2. 
(d) w.gl.dim R < co. 
Proof (a) * (b). Since E is finite dimensional, to show (b) it suffices 
to show that E has no nonzero nilpotent elements. Thus consider any SE E 
with S* = 0; here s E S and s2 E bF. By Remark 2.3, there are factorizations 
b=abb=b,c, with sF+bF=aF, sFnbF=sb,F, and b,wbb. Hence 
s2EbFnsF=sb,F so sEb,,F. Thus b,F?sF+bF=aF; say a=b,e. Now 
b=abb= b,ebb with 6,-b;. If (a) holds then b0 is a unit, and thus 
bF= aF?sF. This proves that (a) implies (b). 
(b) * (c). If (b) holds, then by Corollary 4.2, every R-module has a pro- 
jective resolution of length 2. 
(c) + (d) is clear. 
(d) 3 (a). Consider any expression b = cdc’ with c-c’. By Remark 1.5, 
there is a relation ac = c’a’ with aF + c’F = F. Let s = cda; clearly s E S. Let 
M= F/FcdF, viewed as right R-module in the obvious way. By naturality, 
R, is free as right E-module, so every flat R-module is flat as right E- 
module, via pullback along 1: E -+ R. Suppose (d) holds, so M has a finite 
resolution by flat R-modules; via pullback along 1: E + R, this becomes a 
finite resolution of M, by flat E-modules. Since E is commutative artinian, 
it follows that M, is E-projective, and hence the annihilator of M, in E is 
generated by an idempotent 2 E E, where e E S. Since S annihilates M, , we 
see S= Z.F= Se. Thus s E seF+ bF, and left cancelling cd, we have 
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a E aeF+ c’F. Since b is reasonable, and I? annihilates M, , that is, e E FcdF, 
we see by Proposition 2.7, that e E cdF. Thus C’FZ c’F+ c’a’dF= c/F-t 
acdF2 c’F+ aeFlc’F+ aF= F. Hence c’ is a unit, which proves (a). 1 
5.2. EXAMPLES. Let X= (x,y}. 
(i) Let b = xy2x + xy + yx + 1= (xy + l)(yx + 1). Since xy + l- 
yx + 1, we see that (a) fails. Since b satisfies condition (b) of Theorem 3.1, b 
is natural. It is clearly reasonable, so R has infinite (weak) global dimen- 
sion in this case. 
(ii) Let b = xyx - 1. Then in R, xy = xyxyx = yx, so R is com- 
mutative, and in fact R = k[x, x -‘I. This is a principal ideal domain, so 
has global dimension 1. 
(iii) For b = xyx - x or b = xy - 1, the techniques of [3] show that 
gl.dim R = 1. For here the leftmost map, in the resolution in Corollary 4.2, 
splits off. For example, if b = xyx - x and e = xy, eb =yx in R then 
b8 = x[y] x + e[x] eh - (1 - e)[x]( 1 -e’), and there is an exact sequence 
(iv) For b = xy - yx - 1, we get R = A ,(k), the Weyl algebra, and 
this has 
gl.dim R = 
1 if char k = 0, 
2 
if char k # 0. 
These last three examples show that it is unlikely that there is a simple 
characterization of the one-relator algebras of global dimension 1. 
However, in the graded case there is no difficulty. We write lin(b) for the 
linear part of b, that is, the degree 1 component of b in the X-degree 
grading of F. 
5.3. THEOREM. If b is homogenizable then 
I 
0 iflin(b) # 0 and card(X) = 1, 
1 $lin(b) # 0 and card(X) 3 2, 
gl.dim R = 2 iflin(b) = 0, and b has nofactorization 
b = cdc, with c a nonunit, 
Go ifb = cdc for some nonunit c. 
Thus either b can be extended to a free generating set of F, and R is a free 
algebra, or gl.dim R = 2 + gl.dim E. 
Proof. It is easy to show that every automorphism of F, leaving k fixed, 
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induces an automorphism of the degree 1 component of F in the X-grading. 
Thus the condition lin(b) #O does not depend on the choice of free 
generating set. Hence we may assume that b is homogeneous with respect 
to a positive grading of X. Write 
b= c xb,, 
XEX 
(1) 
and let X0= {xEXlb,#O]. 
Suppose lin(b) ~0. Then some b, lies in k”, since the 6, are 
homogeneous. Thus for all y E X0, lb, 1 < (61 = 1x1, so x does not occur in 
b,; hence (fl{x})u {b} . IS a free generating set for F. Here R is a free 
algebra, so by Theorem 1.3, gl.dim R is at most 1, with equality if and only 
if R # k. 
This leaves the case where lin(b) = 0. Here lb, 1 > 0 and 1x1 < 161 for all 
XE X0. We shall show that the ideal CXEXO xR is not projective. For if it is, 
then there exist elements rJ, E F, (x, y E X0) such that 
x = c yr.Jmod b) for all XE A’,, (2) 
YEXO 
2 v,.,b, = O(mod b) 
r t XII 
(3) 
and we may assume that each rJ,I is either zero or homogeneous of degree 
1x1 - lyl. For XEX,,, 1x1 < IhI, so in (2) equality holds and thus rYX=6,., 
for all x, y E X,,. Now (3) shows that for all y E A’,, b,, E 6, so b, = 0, a con- 
tradiction. Thus gl. dim R 3 2 if lin(b) = 0. 
By Theorem 3.1, b is natural, and since it is also reasonable, Theorem 5.1 
applies. If b has no factorization b = cdc with c a nonunit, then it has no 
factorization b = cdc’ with c w  c’ nonunits, since homogeneous elements are 
similar if and only if they are associates. This completes the proof. i 
6. COHOMOL~CY 
In this section we briefly report some of the results one can obtain on the 
derived functors Ext and Tor. 
Let the notation be as in 2.1. 
6.1. LEMMA. Suppose that b is natural. For every left R-module N, and 
projective E-resolution 9 of hN, there is a projective R-resolution of N, 
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and for every right R-module M, and injective E-resolution f of M, there is 
an injective R-resolution of M, 
0 + M + Hom,(R, M) -+ Hom,(R, M)X + Hom,(E,, $). (2) 
Proof Since R, is E-free by naturality, 9 ---f bN lifts under R, 0 6 to a 
projective R-resolution R, BE 9 + R, QE bN -+O, and combined with 
Corollary 4.2, this gives (1). Similarly, since R, is E-free, 0 + M, -+ $ 
lifts under Hom,(R,, -) to an injective R-resolution 
0 -+ Hom,(R,, Mh) + Hom,( R, , f), and combined with Corollary 4.2, 
this gives (2). 1 
6.2. THEOREM. Suppose that b is natural. Then there are exact sequences 
of bi-functors of R-modules 
0 + Tort + Tort + Tar: + TorP -+ 0, (3) 
O-+ Extf,+ Ext;+ Ext;+ Ext;+O, (4) 
and for each n > 3 there are isomorphisms of bifunctors of R-modules 
Tor,R N Tort- *, (5) 
Ext” N Ext”.- 2 R t. 3 (6) 
where Tor” is interpreted as Tor”( - , , h- ), while Ext, is interpreted as 
Ext,(,-, I- ) for left R-modules and as Ext,( - , , - h) for right R-modules. 
Prooj: Let M, M’ be right R-modules and N, N’ be left R-modules. 
Applying M 0 R- to (1) with the term N omitted, gives a complex 
M, QE,~-‘(MQkN)(X)~MQkN~O (7) 
whose homology is TorR(M, N). For n > 3 this is clearly To?(M,, bN) 
shifted by 2, so (5) holds. To see (3), note that TorF(M, N) is the 
homology of the complex 0 -+ (M Ok N)‘X’ + M OkN + 0, essentially 
because Theorem 4.1 holds with b = 0. This is a subcomplex of (7), and the 
quotient complex is M, 0 E 6P -+ 0 -+ 0 -+ 0. The resulting exact triangle of 
homology groups 
TorF(M, N) + TorR(M, N) 
\ J 
Tor”(M,, bN) 
gives (3), and also gives (5) again. 
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Applying Hom.( -, N’) to (1) and Hom,(M’, -) to (2), and using a 
similar argument, we get (4), (6) for left and right modules. 1 
Let A be an augmented k-algebra, so there is specified a k-algebra 
homomorphism A + k. If for all n E N, Tor,A(k, k) is finite dimensional over 
k, of dimension 8, say, then A is said to have PoincarP series 
P(A)=Cn.oPn zP, an element of the formal power series ring Z[ [u] 1. 
6.3. THEOREM. Suppose that card(X) is finite, and that b is natural, with 
zero constant term, so there is an augmentation R -+ k. Then R and E have 
Poincart! series related by 
P(R) = 
1 
1 + u card(X) + u’P(E) -u - u2 iflin(b) # 0 
1 + u card(X) + u2P(E) iflin(b) = 0. 
Proof: Since E is finite dimensional over k, we can choose a resolution 
of the E-module k by finitely generated projective E-modules, P -+ k + 0. 
As in (7), the homology of the complex 
is TorR(k, k). Since b has zero constant term, the map ktx) -+ k is zero. The 
image in the kCX) term is C,, x %r[x], where lin(b) = Cxsx 2,x. The result 
now follows. 1 
6.4. EXAMPLES. (i) Let X= (x,y} and let f(x)~ k[x] x and take 
b =f(xy) x. Then E= k[x]/(xf(x)) and 
1 iff( 0) # 0 
P(E) = 
(1-U))’ iff(0) = 0. 
Thus 
i l+u iff(0) # 0 
P(R) = 
i 
l+u-u2 
1-U 
iff(0) = 0. 
(ii) (Backelin’s formula [ 1 I). Suppose that card(X) = d, is finite, and 
b is homogenizable. Then b is natural by Theorem 3.1, and by Theorem 2.5 
there are integers m 3 0, n, 3 2 = n2 = . . . = n,, such that 
E= k[s,,..., s,]/(sF, sisi for all i #j). (8) 
This is a monomial algebra to which Backelin’s technique [ 1 ] applies, and 
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one can compute that P(E) = (1 - mu) - ‘, no matter what augmentation is 
induced on E, since the radical must be the augmentation ideal. Thus 
i l--u+&4 iflin(b)#O 
P(R) = 1+du-mu+U2-??zmdu2 
l-mu 
if lin(b) = 0. 
Now consider the case where b is actually homogeneous. Here each 
Tor,R(k, k) is a graded vector space, so in place of its dimension, one can 
take its Hilbert series, and thus get a Poincare series in two variables, 
P(R) E Z[ [t, u]]. One computes this exactly as before, and finds the 
following: 
If X is a positively graded set with a Hilbert series, and b is 
homogeneous then E and R have Poincare series given by 
where the notation is as in (8) and 
P(R) = 
/ 
1 + uH(X) - utlhl if lin(b) # 0 
1 + uH(X) + u2 tl” P(E) if lin(b) = 0. 
By the classical fact that P(R) evaluated at u = - 1 gives H(R) - ‘, we 
recover Theorem 3.5. 
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